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INSTRUCTIONS AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL

PRESSURE GAUGES
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PRESSURE GAUGE WITH BOURDON TUBE 
TYPE: TMP101, TMP102, TMP103, TMP104, TMP201, TMP202, TMP203, TMP204, TMP501, TMP502, TMP801

1 GENERAL WARNINGS
1.1 Premise
Before installation of the instruments follow the recommendations 
listed in European normative EN 837-2.
In particular is necessary to check if :

 ■ Required security level is compatible with the safety markings 
indicated on instrument dial.

 ■ Process fluid is compatible with wetted parts indicated on in-
strument dial.

Pressure gauges series TMP101 are manufactured according safety 
level S1, while series TMP201 is according level S3 (Please see EN 
837-1 for further details).

1.2 Notes on applicability of Pressure 
Equipment Directive  (PED 97/23/CE) 
TRAFAG pressure gauges are considered  “pressure accessories”, ac-
cording art. 1 clause 1.2.4. Since the volume of sensing element is 
lower than 0,1 liters and, in accordance to table 1 annex 2 for fluid 
class  1G,  the pressure gauges with ranges lower than 200 bar 
must not be marked with  CE logo but are manufactured according 
to art. 3 clause 3 “sound engineering practice” (SEP); instruments 
with ranges higher than 200 bar must have CE logo and are manu-
factured according module A of the directive.

1.3 Instruments measuring range
Verify that measuring range of instrument is suitable with working 
conditions of the pressure circuit/plant. Normal operating pressure 
must be:

 ■ Within 75 % of dial range for steady pressures
 ■ Within 60 % of dial range for pulsating pressures

The choice of non suitable range, or not suitable model, or non 
suitable installation, cause not proper functioning and shorter wor-
king life of instrument.

1.4 Admitted over pressures
Accidental over pressures are admitted for short periods, provided 
that they remain within the values indicated in the datasheet.

1.5 Ambient temperature
Instruments are designed to work with an ambient temperature 
between -40°C/+60°C (-40°F/+140°F). It is recommended to ve-
rify that the pressure gauge installation position is not subject to 
direct heat sources, both for convention or radiation: if this is not 
possible, please foresee a protective screen. Temperature varia-
tions of sensing element, compared with reference temperature, 
cause indications drift (accuracy errors) lower than ±0.4 % of read 
value, every 10 °C of ambient temperature variation.

1.6 Process fluid temperature
Instruments are designed to work with a process fluid temperature 
within -40°C/+200°C (-40°F/+392°F).
If instrument is filled with dampening fluid, maximum temperatu-
res admitted of process fluid, are indicated in table1.
In event of installations on steam, we recommend to follow instal-
lation sketches of Fig.1 and suggestions indicated in paragraph 
2.3.

1.7 Mechanical vibrations
Verify that chosen position for the installation is not subjected to 
continuous mechanical vibrations, because this will cause accuracy 
errors and shorter working life of instrument. If this is not possi-
ble, it is recommended to use instruments filled with dampening 
liquid.

1.8 Pulsating pressures
In the event that instrument is subjected to pulsating pressures, 
please foresee a dampening protection, like mechanical dampe-
ners (screw type or porous disc type) or restriction screw inserted 
into the socket. These accessories are available upon request.

WARNING When instrument is installed on dangerous fluids  like 
oxygen, acetylene, or fluids that are inflammables or toxics or dan-
gerous for the environment, please check carefully that instrument 
is suitable for these applications. 
WARNING Especially for use with oxygen the instrument dial 
must show the word “OXYGEN” and the international symbol of 
“Oil-free”. Pressure gauges must not come in contact with oils or 
greases not compatibles with oxygen.

Please read and understand all the information under mentioned, before utilizing instruments for to avoid dangers, ruptures and irregular working operations.
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PRESSURE GAUGE WITH BOURDON TUBE 
TYPE: TMP101, TMP102, TMP103, TMP104, TMP201, TMP202, TMP203, TMP204, TMP501, TMP502, TMP801

2 INSTALLATION
2.1 Process installation
For the process installation of the instrument, we recommend to 
use the key flat foreseen on the instrument socket

In the event that instrument will be surface or panel mounted, it is 
necessary to foresee a flexible piping to connect it to the process.
The sealing of process connection is normally guaranteed by using:

 ■ A flat gasket, if using cylindrical connections
 ■ A sealing material, such as PTFE tape, if using tapered con-

nections (NPT or BSPT).
The serration torque depends only from gasket type.

2.2 Panel (flush) or surface (wall) 
mounting
For panel or surface mounting consider that a space of about 
25mm must be left free between the back side of instrument and 
the wall. This for to permit the exit of the safety blow out disc.

2.3 Mounting on steam applications 
(Fig.1)
When instrument is used on steam applications it is necessary to 
foresee a coil syphon, mounted between process and instrument 
connection. The coil syphon must be filled with water, to avoid that 
steam enters into the instrument. 
In the event that instrument is occasionally subjected to vacuum, is 
necessary to shape the process piping in a way that the coil syphon 
remain always water filled. The possible accuracy error, given from 
weight of water column, could be compensated by using the mi-
crometric adjustment on the pointer (see paragraph 4.1).

3 CALIBRATION AND CHECK 
As good practice, is better to make a complete check of the instru-
ments twice per year. 
The calibration check is normally made by comparing the instru-
ment with a suitable test instrument. Check is carried out on the 
main divisions of the dial, following the prescription of European 
normative EN 837.
It is possible to make a fast check of functioning and accuracy of the 
instrument, verifying the pointer indication at beginning of scale 
(zero indication). 
If zero pointer indication, at atmospheric pressure, is within the 
2% of range, it will be highly probable that instrument is in good 
efficiency. A zero drift of more than 2% could mean a stress fatigue 
of the instrument.
Every pressure gauge that has been subjected to abnormal wor-
king conditions must be replaced.

WARNING Do not use the case to screw or lock the instrument to 
the process connection.

WARNING: The check the instrument, during the working opera-
tions, will be possible only if it is equipped with relevant manifold 
and if the process fluid is not toxic or dangerous. (see typical instal-
lation Fig.2).
WARNING Every instrument that, also apparently, shows elevated 
indication errors, must be immediately removed from the service, 
especially if process fluid is dangerous or toxic.

WARNING: When pressure is applied for the first time to the 
mounted instrument, please check the sealing of the connection, 
especially when instrument is mounted with dangerous and/
or toxic and/or aggressive fluids. Please be very careful with this 
check, if process fluid is dangerous.

WARNING: The instruments filled with dampening liquid and 
with range under 25 bar, must be vented with the ambient, before 
installation. Follow the instructions indicated on instrument case.
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PRESSURE GAUGE WITH BOURDON TUBE 
TYPE: TMP101, TMP102, TMP103, TMP104, TMP201, TMP202, TMP203, TMP204, TMP501, TMP502, TMP801

4 MAINTENANCE
The instrument does not need any particular maintenance.
Do not lubricate the moving parts because this could attract dust 
and form particles and impurities that could produce malfunctions 
or accuracy errors.

4.1 Zero adjustment of instrument
If the instrument needs zero adjustment, after removing bayonet 
ring and transparent, is necessary to access the micrometric screw, 
situated on the pointer. We suggest to use proper tools to open the 
bayonet ring, if it is firmly closed. (eg. opening belt)

4.2 Instruments with liquid filling
The level of dampening fluid must be periodically controlled. If a 
further filling is necessary, we recommend however to not fill over 
75 % of case diameter.

4.3 Cleaning
External cleaning of the instrument could be done by using a 
sponge with soaped water.
Internal cleaning, necessary in case you need to verify calibration 

with an hydraulic press, could be made by using compressed air 
inside the socket hole. Please be careful with to the process fluid 
traces that could remain inside the sensing element, especially if 
fluid is toxic or dangerous.

5 PUT OUT OF SERVICE
Before to dismount the instrument from the working circuit is ne-
cessary to control that:

 ■ Instrument is isolated from process fluid
 ■ No pressure is present inside the instrument
 ■ Temperature of the case is not excessive

Please be careful to the process fluid traces that could remain in-
side the sensing element, especially if fluid is toxic or dangerous. 

6 DISPOSAL
The instrument is essentially made in stainless steel. Therefore, 
after removing transparent, gasket, plugs and after removing all 
the process fluid traces from the wetted parts (especially if fluid is 
dangerous for persons or environment) the instrument could be 
recycled or scraped.
Dispose of instrument components and packaging materials in an 
environmentally compatible way and in accordance with the coun-
try-specific waste disposal regulations.

WARNING The instruments that are mounted in potentially explo-
sives atmospheres due to burnable dust, must be periodically ex-
ternally cleaned for to avoid the dust accumulation.

Fig.1 – Typical installation on steam application Fig.2 - Typical installation with manifold

MANIFOLD 2-WAY

WARNING In event of accidental breaking of instrument transpa-
rent, is necessary to substitute it immediately, taking care of remo-
ving all the small pieces in the case. The substitution of transparent 
is mandatory if instrument is mounted in potentially explosives 
atmospheres with dust. 
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